
 
 

Adventure #3 

 

Last session…. 

…the heroes cleaned up the goblin hideout and rescued Sildar Hallwinter, an agent of the Lord’s 

Alliance.  They bring two charmed goblins with them, Splug and Nob, who are temporarily 

subservient to the wild mage Juju, although the mage is quick to remind the party that his 

magic on the goblins is tentative and could falter and fail…and potentially leave their backs 

open to some little monsters.   

 

With the wagonload of supplies for Barthen’s Provisions, and as much as they could load on 

from the Lionshield Coster (about 25% of the total stolen items), they have finally arrived in 

Phandalin, their original destination.  



 

 

The party currently includes Elgweth the elf rogue, Cora the Halfling monk, Juju the human wild 

mage, and Thoradin the dwarf cleric.   Now, Juju got his butt handed to him pretty badly at the 

hideout, and he has already stated that he is taking a break and not going anywhere else with 

the party.  He’ll be in Phandalin if they need him for some reason.  

[DM Note: we’re phasing Juju out and temporary introducing a fighter NPC] .  

 

The group also doesn’t want to take the charmed goblins into city limits, it would look like they 

were in cahoots, but they don’t want to let them loose either because they will just naturally 

return to the hideout and tell any other goblins who show up exactly what happened.  

Ultimately they decide to have them wait around outside town, explain the situation to 

whoever is in charge here, and offer the goblins as guides directly to the hideout.  If this plan 

goes awry, well, it’s not the party’s concern at that point.   Out of sight, out of mind. 

 



 

So, there are several goals to achieve once they’re here: 

1) Return Gundren’s wagon of mining supplies to Barthen’s Provisions and collect their 

payment of 15gp. 

 

2) Cora Lightfoot is following a lead that she has a relative somewhere in this town named 

Carp Alderleaf.   She has a psychic rapport with this individual that tingles the stronger 

she gets (Cora has a unique background having to do with bizarre twin births and a Fey 

Being interfering with mortal affairs) 

 

3) Elgweth the rogue was ousted from the Redbrands gang about a month ago and nearly 

assassinated.  He’s not sure why they tried to kill him, maybe their leader Glasstaff had a 

beef with him, he doesn’t know.  Regardless, two of the gang members led him out into 

the woods on a superfluous “mission” and then viciously turned on him. Elgweth had 

killed the two ruffians and fled to Neverwinter.  Now he’s back and wants revenge on 

the Redbrands and maybe their leader too. 

 

4) Find out where Gundren Rockseeker has been taken.  It is a place just known as 

Cragmaw Castle.   According to Sildar, a mysterious figure known only as “The BLACK 

SPIDER” had ordered Gundren to be kidnapped, along with the map to Wave Echo Cave, 

where Gundren and his two brothers had rediscovered the Lost Mine of Phandelver.  

Gundren has been missing for only a full day, and he’s possibly still alive.   He was 

targeted for a reason, and more useful alive than dead (for now). 

 

Sildar Hallwinter, the agent of the Lord’s Alliance, is beat up pretty badly from his goblin 

experience.  He heads straight to the Stonehill Inn for ale, a meal, and a bed.  In the morning, he 

will speak to the townmaster.  It is Sildar’s goal to bring a more order and lawfulness to this 

bordertown, and it was his original hope that Gundren’s lost mine would help do that by 

attracting commerce.  Now, that might not be happening.   

ALSO, and this is important but it might not seem like it 

now…Sildar is looking for another lost member of the Lord’s 

Alliance who came here two months ago…Iarno Albren.  He’s 

gone missing, and alive or dead, Sildar wants to know.  



First thing, Cora and Elgweth head to the Lionshield Coster to offload items salvaged from the 

goblin hideout.   

Now, the proprietor there, Linene, is HOT (and way more intimidating a pic than I intended, but 

we rolled with it).  

She’s pleased to have all the items returned, and to have a map and a guide to the remaining 

supplies.  She gives the party a reward, and admits to a huge problem the Redbrand gang has 

become.  They demand regular tributes from all the local businesses and are essentially bullies 

and thugs.  She’s says they’re always hanging out at the Sleeping Giant tap house. There’s quite 

a lot of haggling that went on at the Lionshield coster, I won’t go into all the details, but 

roleplaying was abundant (in fact this whole session was 95% roleplay). 

 

Next, Barthen’s Provisions. 

Barthen has a handlebar mustache and tattoos, and he recognizes Elgweth, but can’t quite 

place him.  Elgweth does not admit to being a former (albeit very brief 2 week stint) Redbrand 

thug.  Not even Cora the Halfling knows his background; he’s kept that secret close to his chest.  

 

Barthen is saddened to hear about Gundren Rockseeker’s 

kidnapping, he considered the dwarf a friend, although he did 

not know him very well.  Barthen was also looking forward to 

the increased business opportunities that would come from 

reopening the Lost Mine of Phandelver at Wave Echo Cave, but 

he does not know the location of it either. 

Only Gundren and his two brothers knew, Nundro and Tharden, 

and they camp outside of town somewhere.  Barthen hasn’t 

seen them in a week though, and doesn’t know exactly where 

their campsite is located.  

[MORE haggling and roleplaying commences here, which I will 

also gloss over]. 

Gundren, like Linene at the Lionshield Coster, reiterates what a 

problem the Redbrand gang has become.  They demand money 



and kickbacks from the businesses, and they run everything, even calling shots with the 

townmaster who bends to their will.  The townmaster, it turns out, is little more than a watered 

down mayor with negligible influence.  

Now this Redbrands name keeps coming up again and again, and Cora quickly gets the picture 

that these ruffians are no good.  Elgweth is recognized by one of the miners, a surly, coal 

stained fellow, but they don’t talk.  Up to this point Elgweth has not bumped into any of his 

past companions, although in a small town of this size, it is inevitable.   

From what Barthen says, most of the Redbrands can be found loitering in the Sleeping Giant tap 

house.  It’s a rough place, and Elgweth knows he’d be identified as soon as he steps in. 

[Randomly assorted NPCs of Phandelvin; I love miniatures]  

 

 

 

 



THIRD STOP…the Phandalin Miner’s Exchange 

Elgweth has a reason to stop here, he knows the proprietor Halia has no love for the leader of 

the Redbrands, Glasstaff, and he wants to talk to her.  She’s a cold, middle aged woman who 

runs the miner’s exchange.   After a few pleasantries, somehow Elgweth and Cora are taken to a 

back room where Halia offers them a job: 

“The leader of the Redbrands is a man, a mage, named Glasstaff.  If he were to somehow 

disappear…PERMANENTLY…I would see that you are well reimbursed.  Two hundred gold 

coins.”  She says it with a cruel smile, and Elgweth gets the distinct impression that she has an 

ulterior motive she’s not revealing.   Elgweth accepts her offer, but says there is some other 

business they have to take care of first before Glasstaff can be “retired.”  Their code speak for 

murder eventually becomes less inconspicuous.  

 

And MORE HAGGLING and roleplaying commence here, which I will continue to gloss over the 

sake of brevity; although it was quite fun in session it just doesn’t translate well to a recap. 

While at the miner’s exchange, Halia points out an individual who might be interested in 

helping an adventuring group: at this point, Fighter 1 from the starter set is leveled to 2nd, 

promised a cut of whatever they find, and officially joins the party with zero personality other 

than an interesting name, which turns out to be more than sufficient. 

 



 

 

Well, all this haggling and talking and recruiting has exhausted the group, so they head to the 

Stonehill Inn to find Sildar Hallwinter.  He will NOT be joining them on any rescue mission to 

find Gundren the kidnapped dwarf.  The party was under the impression that they were friends.  

They were not friends, just very recent casual acquaintances who had a mutual interest:  

bringing law and order and money to Phandalin via the resurrected lost mine of Phandelver at 

Wave Echo Cave.  

 

Sildar hopes they can find Gundren, he was a good man and he would hate to see him tortured 

at the hands of the goblins.  As for Sildar, he is going to talk to the townmaster in the morning 

about establishing a more lawful presence in town, and Elgweth and Cora agree to go with him. 

 

NEXT DAY 

 

They (Elgweth, Sildar, Cora) head to the Townmaster’s Hall. 

 

 

A sign on the front door clearly states in bold letters:   WANTED!  ORCS NEAR WYVER TOR! 

THOSE OF A MIND TO FACE THE ORC MENACE SHOULD INQUIRE WITHIN.”   Signed by 

Townmaster Harbin Wester.  



 

Wester is a portly man, but seems congruous enough.   

He’s well aware of the Redbrands, hell, he LIKES them, 

sort of, and says they do a good job of keeping order 

around town.  The party eventually comes to see that 

although the Redbrands are probably ruffians and killers, 

they’re ALSO the first line of defense in this little border 

settlement.   

 

When the party asks about the reward for the orcs at 

Wyvern’s Tor, Harbin Wester is ecstatic.  They’re the first 

to inquire, and it’s a problem the Redbrands aren’t going 

to touch, too far away.  The orcs just attack pilgrims on 

the east/west Triboar Trail, so the party will need to head 

east out into the wilderlands to find it.  Wester gives them a rough map, and says that 

according to witnesses, there’s no more than 10 orcs (as far as he knows).  The party agrees to 

do this and collect the reward when they return (by bringing orc heads as evidence).   Sildar 

then sits down with Wester to talk business that does not concern the others.  

 

Well, information is heaping on the plates of the adventurers.   

They still need to find this Cragmaw Castle place and rescue Gundren the dwarf, but they just 

don’t know where it is.  They go back to Linene at Lionshield Coster and ask if SHE knows 

anyone who could help.  Turns out, she does.  She knows a druid named Reidoth who lives at 

the ruins of an old place called Thundertree far outside town, about a day’s march.  Reidoth is 

old but extremely knowledgeable, and he can probably tell them where Cragmaw Castle is, AND 

this strange Wave Echo Cave.  She gives them a rough map of where to find him at 

Thundertree, which is north of Phandalin next to Neverwinter Wood.   

 

Lastly, Cora Lightfoot the Halfling follows the psychic ringing in her brain to a small little place 

called Alderleaf Farm.  It’s a tiny Halfling community, and they grow sweetleaf in the fields.  

There are several workers who stop and genially wave to them as they approach. 

 



 

 

Here, Cora is introduced to Carp, a warlock who has used his powers in the past to resist the 

Redbrands.  He hates the Redbrands, but also admits to their usefulness in case a force of orcs 

or goblins was to attack.   Carp tells the party that he had found a secret passage leading into 

the Redbrand’s hideout, a place called Tresendar Manor.  It’s a tunnel through the woods that 

leads to a secret basement level.  Elgweth has never been to this manor and was unware of its 

existence.  

This might be what they need to eliminate 

Glasstaff for Halia and collect her reward.  

BUT…it will have to wait.  Finding Gundren is 

their first priority, and before they do THAT, 

they have to find Reidoth the Druid at 

Thundertree.  

 

Now, Carp Alderleaf has always known he 

was something special. The call of adventure 

is in his blood, and now with Cora here and 

the magical bond they share with a fey 



heritage, he is more than eager to help them.  He tells his family he will join this group and see 

how they can help, and his family is glad to see him so excited.   

 

This brings the party total to five:  Elgweth, Cora, Carp, Thoradin and Fey’tah Wan.   

Well, they have everything they need.  They grab their gear, strap up, buckle on, tie down, and 

are about to head out of town…when 4 Redbrands stop them in the street. 

 

“Never thought we’d see your ugly face back here, Elgweth,” the leader says, smirking vilely.  

“You’re gonna pay for what you did, killing Torb and Garen and leavin’ em out in the woods like 

that, you rotten elf.”  

 

Naturally, a fight ensues, but the 

Redbrands are outgunned, although 

they initially drop Cora the monk to 1 hit 

point.  They ruffians are slaughtered in 

the streets, along to the cheering jibes 

of a few local drunks who watch the 

fiasco.  There’s no law in this town, and 

no repercussion for the bloody 

squabble.  

This brings up a new issue: should they 

take the heads (or red cloaks) to the 

Sleeping Giant Inn and mop up the rest 

of the ruffians while they have the 

chance?  

 

This is where we stopped and will pick 

up next time, as the party deal with the 

Redbrands (or not) and then head off 

to find the druid of Thundertree, and 

try to rescue Gundren the dwarf before 

it’s too late.  


